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Abstract—A Recursive Switched-Capacitor (RSC) topology is
introduced that enables reconfiguration among conversion

ratios while achieving minimal capacitive charge-sharing loss for

a given silicon area. All ratios are realized by strategically

interconnecting 2:1 SC cells either in series, in parallel, or

in a stacked configuration such that the number of input and

ground connections are maximized in order to minimize cascaded

losses. Importantly, all ratios are dynamically reconfigurable

without disconnecting a single capacitor, all while ensuring op-

timal capacitance/conductance relative-sizing. The RSC topology

is inherently regular, enabling recursive inter-cell connection

and recursive binary-slicing that implement ratio-reconfigura-

tion with minimum complexity and losses. A scalable all-digital

binary search controller is employed to perform ratio-reconfig-

uration among the available ratios without using any

ratio-threshold generation circuitry. To validate the topology, a

4 bit RSC is fully integrated in 0.25 m bulk CMOS using MIM

capacitors, achieving greater than 70% efficiency over a 0.8–2.2

V output voltage range with 85.8% peak-efficiency from a 2.5V

input supply. Compared to a co-fabricated three-ratio (1/3, 1/2,

2/3) Series-Parallel SC converter, the RSC achieves a 40.4%

larger output operating range (from 0.04 to 2.2 V), and fills the

efficiency-drops in-between the three-ratios by 8% with a 940

load.

Index Terms—Binary search, DC-DC converter, dynamic

voltage scaling (DVS), portable electronics, power electronics,

power management, pulse frequency modulation (PFM), recur-
sive algorithm, switched-capacitor, voltage regulator, wide voltage

range.

I. INTRODUCTION

T ODAY’S digital integrated circuits achieve a balance

between performance and energy efficiency through dy-

namic voltage scaling (DVS) of individual processing cores in

accordance with performance needs. As the number of voltage

domains increases in today’s system-on-chips (SoCs), gener-

ation of each supply voltage must occur not only efficiently,

but within a small area. While linear regulators are compact

and achieve fast response times [1], [2], their efficiencies are

determined by the ratio of output to input voltage, potentially
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limiting system-level energy efficiency [3]–[5]. On the other

hand, switched-inductor DC-DC converters can achieve high

efficiencies, yet typically require large off-chip inductors [6] or

increased packaging complexity [7]–[11], limiting their ability

to power many independent voltage domains in a small volume.

To simultaneously address the efficiency/size trade-off, fully

integrated switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC converters utilize

high- capacitors available in typical CMOS processes to

convert and regulate power in an energy- and area-efficient

manner [4], [12]–[19].

Unlike switched-inductor DC-DC converters, however, SC

converters are only efficient at discrete ratios of input-to-output

voltages, constricting efficient DVS operation to small supply

voltage ranges. Increasing the number of reconfigurable ratios

can solve this; however, doing so introduces two main chal-

lenges: capacitance utilization and relative sizing. In a fully in-

tegrated SC converter, the achievable efficiency is limited by

the amount of committed capacitance; disabling even a small

fraction of such capacitance significantly lowers the efficiency.

Additionally, ensuring optimal relative sizing among the con-

stituent capacitors can improve efficiency considerably [20].

Unfortunately, the complexity of conventional topologies, in-

cluding the number of necessary capacitors and reconfigura-

tions switches, increases significantly with the number of ra-

tios, making simultaneous 100% capacitance utilization and op-

timal relative sizing extremely challenging. Thus, most SC con-

verter designs employ only a small number of ratios [12], [16],

[21]–[23], often resulting in large efficiency drops in-between

the available ratios.

This paper presents the first demonstration of a SC converter

that is reconfigurable among ratios without discon-

necting a single capacitor while ensuring optimal relative sizing

and high efficiency across a large output voltage range. The

proposed Recursive SC DC-DC converter topology (RSC) [24],

shown in Fig. 1, recursively divides the delivered output charge

across 2:1 cells connected in cascade to generate bit ratios.

By maximizing the number of input voltage and ground connec-

tions, charge-sharing losses are minimized, and in fact become

a convergent geometric series with minimal additional losses

incurred beyond 4 bit ratios. Given the inherently modular na-

ture of the converter, 100% capacitance utilization is ensured by

reconfiguring cell connections either in cascade (for high reso-

lutions) or parallel (for lower resolutions), with binary slicing

of the largest cascaded cell in order to enable reconfiguration
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Fig. 1. The Recursive switched-capacitor realization. (a) Examples of the ratios 1/4, 3/8, and 5/16. (b) Recursive SC topology pseudo-code generator. Each SC

cell comprises two out-of-phase 2:1 SC for a well-posed SC network.

among odd and even resolutions, all while ensuring optimal rel-

ative sizing.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces

the RSC topology and discusses its theoretical performance

compared with prior topologies. Section III presents architec-

tural implementation details of a 4 bit RSC converter, while

Section IV presents detailed circuit design. Experimental re-

sults of the test chip that verify the predicted performance are

provided in Section V.

II. RECURSIVE SWITCHED-CAPACITOR TOPOLOGY

The most basic RSC building block is a 2:1 SC converter. As

shown in Fig. 1(a), a 2:1 SC can be considered as a three-port

circuit that includes two input ports and to

receive a high and low input voltages, respectively, and an

output port that provides the average of the voltages at

the input ports, i.e., . The 2:1 SC cell

equally loads its output port current on the two input ports

. The following subsections discuss how

2:1 SC building cells can be connected to realize

conversion ratios while minimizing losses.

A. Topology Definition and Steady-State Loss Analysis

Fig. 1(b) shows the Recursive SC topology pseudo-code.

Starting with a single 2:1 SC that divides the converter input

voltage, , into two intervals , the

topology inserts a 2:1 SC cell in series between the previous cell

output and the converter ground 0, or stacked between

and the output of the previous 2:1 cell, repeatedly,

until the desired binary conversion ratio is realized,

where . Fig. 1(a) demonstrates examples of the ratios

1/4, 3/8, and 5/16 at 2, 3, and 4 bit resolutions, respectively.

The proposed topology minimizes cascaded losses by max-

imizing the number of input voltage, , and ground, 0, con-

nections. Specifically, each 2:1 stage has at least one input

port connected to either the input voltage or the converter

ground 0, and thus each stage loads half of its output charge

on the input supply, , or ground, 0, instead of loading such

charge on a previous cascaded stage. For example, Fig. 2 il-

lustrates two different configurations that both realize an 11/16

ratio. In Fig. 2(a), the last stage loads half of the output

charge on the second stage, , which in turn loads the

first stage, , with . The third stage, , loads the first

stage by an additional , and thus the total charge deliv-

ered by the first stage is . In contrast, the RSC converter

employs the configuration shown in Fig. 2(b), where the

of and the of are directly connected to the con-

verter input, , and the ground, 0, respectively, and therefore,

the loaded charge on and are both reduced by .

For an arbitrary recursion depth , each stage is loaded with a

charge that is divided by a binary weight of the total output

charge, , such that , where is the stage

order in the cascade.

It is known that the intrinsic loss mechanisms in a SC con-

verter can be modeled by a finite output resistance, in

either the slow or fast-switching limit (SSL or FSL, respec-

tively): , where the charge-sharing loss dominates, and

, where the switches’ on-resistance dominates the losses

[20], [25]. In the SSL, the total energy loss through the converter

can be found by adding the charge-sharing loss across each ca-

pacitor , , and by normalizing the charge-sharing
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Fig. 2. Charge flow through two inter-cell connections to realize the same ratio 11/16. (a) Non-optimal cascading connection. (b) Proposed RSC optimal connec-

tion with minimal inter-stage loading. Bold blocks are loaded with extra charge than the corresponding blocks in (b) with RSC connection. Bold arrows represent

the extra loading charge.

power loss by the squared output current , i.e., ,

the equivalent output resistance can be calculated as

(1)

where is the total capacitance of the two flying capacitors per

stage. The derived is for a symmetric RSC, where each

cell consists of two oppositely phased 2:1 SC, which eliminates

any charge-balance DC capacitor between the cascaded stages.

Similarly, at the FSL, the current through each switch becomes

the delivered current by that stage, which is a binary weighted

fraction of the load current, (i.e., ). Thus, the equiv-

alent output resistance , for a 50% duty-cycle converter

clock, is

(2)

where the summation over accounts for the four switches per

stage , and each switch resistance results from two parallel

switches in a symmetric RSC of eight switches. The total equiv-

alent output resistance at a given switching frequency, ,

occurring between the two asymptotes can be approximated by

the Euclidean norm of the two limits, and [20].

From (1) and (2), the RSC equivalent output resistance

only depends on and does not change across the resolution

ratios.

Allocating a larger capacitance, , for each stage results in

a lower voltage swing, , and lower charge-sharing loss, as

dictated by (1). Given the limited available capacitance in a

fully integrated SC converter, it is important to find the rela-

tive sizing of each stage capacitance from the total avail-

able on-die capacitance to realize the minimal . For

fully integrated capacitors with a single-voltage-rating and with

no stacking of switches to block higher voltages, the optimal

capacitance and conductance relative-sizing match the relative

charge transferred through each capacitor or switch, [20], [26],

[27], and hence is binary weighted of the total available capac-

itance and conductance :

(3)

(4)

With such optimal sizing, the equivalent output impedance at

the two asymptotes can be found as

(5)

(6)

To realize the highest possible efficiency for a given silicon

area, it is desired to select the SC topology that incurs the lowest

charge-sharing loss, , to deliver the same and con-

version ratio. The power available from a SC converter nor-

malized by the power available from a 2:1 SC, using the same

silicon area, can be used as a metric to compare various SC

topologies in the SSL and FSL. After assigning the capacitors

appropriate optimal relative sizing, the SSL normalized power

available from a topology at a conversion ratio becomes

, where and is the frac-

tion of the output charge that flows through the capacitor

.

Fig. 3 compares five conventional SC topologies [28]–[30],

as well as a successive approximation (SAR) SC converter

[31] and the proposed RSC converter, using the established

SSL metric, , where the capacitors of each topology are

assigned the optimal relative sizing. The charge multiplier

vectors of the various topologies can be found in [32] and

through the analysis in [20]. The topologies are compared up
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Fig. 3. The SSL power-available metric, , for the seven topologies at binary ratios up to 5 bit resolution. The topology of the highest power available at

certain ratio incurs the lowest charge-sharing loss for a given silicon area. (a) Power-available metric for the seven topologies. (b) Power-available metric for SP,

symmetric RSC, and symmetric SAR topologies.

Fig. 4. The for the SP and symmetric RSC versus the binary ratios using

a 1 F total capacitance and for a SC converter operated at 1 Hz.

to 5 bit binary conversion ratios. The SP topology is

also shown at the ratios 1/6, 1/5, 2/7, 1/3, 2/5, 3/7, while the

Fibonacci topology is shown for the Fibonacci series

ratios 1/21, 1/13, , 1/2. All topologies, with the exception of

the Ladder topology, have the same at the minimum and

maximum conversion ratios within each resolution, e.g., 1/2,

1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32 and 3/4, 7/8, 15/16, 31/32, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 3(b), due to the binary division of the output

charge across the various stages, the RSC cascading loss

converges to an upper limit, , at large resolutions

, without further degradation. The other topologies

exhibit an eye opening with higher resolutions for

ratios , where the SSL loss becomes the summation

of a divergent series.

Fig. 4 shows the , using a 1 F total capacitance and at

1 Hz switching frequency for the SP and the RSC topologies,

with capacitors of optimal relative-sizing, across binary ratios

Fig. 5. The FSL performance metric of the seven topologies at binary

conversion ratios up to 5 bit resolution.

up to 5 bit resolutions. The RSC normalized saturates at

an upper limit of of a 1/2 ratio. Fig. 5 shows the

FSL optimal-voltage metric [20] for the seven topologies at the

same binary ratios as previously discussed. In general for fully

integrated converters, capacitors consume most of the die area,

and thus topologies that achieve the lowest SSL loss for a given

silicon area (i.e., topologies with the highest ) are desired.

B. Open-Loop Power Stage Optimization

After defining the optimal relative sizing of individual RSC

components, it is critical to select the total switch area

and switching frequency that result in the maximum effi-

ciency for a given load and input voltage . In a fully in-

tegrated SC, the charge-sharing SSL loss constitutes the major

loss component. To decrease the SSL loss, either the available
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capacitance or the switching frequency, and hence switching

parasitics, should be increased. In integrated converters, capac-

itance is not typically considered as a variable in the optimiza-

tion process, and themaximum available capacitance for a given

silicon area is implemented. The maximum efficiency over the

design space can be found by minimizing the total

losses arising from the intrinsic SC , and the switching

losses that result from the power switches gate drive as well

as the capacitor bottom-plate losses. The drain parasitics of the

switches are treated as part of the capacitors bottom-plate para-

sitics.

Since a RSC consists of individual 2:1 SC cells that provide

binary-weighted currents , it can be shown that

the optimal switching frequency and total conductance

are given by1

(7)

(8)

where and are the switch conductance density in

and the switch gate capacitance per unit width ,

respectively. is the gate drive voltage, and is

the optimal total conductance per unit capacitance. Essentially,

sets the intersection point of the SSL and FSL loss

components, or the SC corner frequency. The first term in

(7)–(8) depends on the technology conductance per gate drive

energy loss, and the load current density per unit capacitance.

The second term depends on the resolution , where at 1 bit

resolution the optimal values correspond to a 2:1 SC converter.

On the other hand, with larger number of cascaded stages ,

the optimal and total conductance density reaches an upper

limit of approximately 60% above the optimal values of a 2:1

SC converter utilizing the available . Essentially, the allo-

cated capacitance of the last stage at large becomes

while supplying load current, and thus the optimal design

point shifts by . From (8), the optimal total switch area does

not change from one ratio to another within a given resolution

, simplifying the implementation of a reconfigurable SC.

However, a small change in the optimal total conductance

results when the bottom-plate parasitics are significant, and an

average total switch width across the various ratios slightly

affects the optimal efficiency. The optimal total loss per unit

ampere becomes:

(9)

The minimum loss at the optimal design point depends on the

ratio of the current density to the switch conductance

1A simple addition of the two loss limits, and , is used to ex-

press the intrinsic RSC loss which overestimates the total . A negligible

bottom plate parasitics are assumed, besides, the equivalent load resistance

is assumed to be larger than , to obtain simple intuitive expressions. The

formula for a 2:1 SC optimal switch width and frequency in [12] are used in the

derivation.

Fig. 6. Resolution reduction from 4 bit to 1 bit and 2 bit, using output selection

multiplexer (left) and recursive inter-cell connection (right). The dashed cells

are disabled when realizing lower resolutions.

per gate loss, and the required resolution . However, the effi-

ciency depends on the desired ratio and

increases with larger output voltages . For arbitrarily large

resolutions , the loss per ampere in (9) saturates at about 2.5

the loss of a 2:1 SC that utilizes the same available .

III. RECURSIVE RESOLUTION-RECONFIGURATION

ARCHITECTURE

In order to achieve the highest possible efficiency for a given

silicon area, the various ratios must be realized while ensuring

100% utilization of the available on-die capacitance. Addition-

ally, the optimal relative sizing of the constituent capacitors

and switches should be guaranteed. Unlike conventional topolo-

gies, the proposed RSC topology inherently enables recursive

inter-cell connection and recursive binary slicing that can si-

multaneously achieve both conditions with low complexity.

A. Recursive Inter-Cell Connection

The proposed recursive inter-cell connection brings indi-

vidual cells in parallel instead of disabling them when realizing

lower-resolution ratios. Fig. 6 summarizes the challenge of

lowering the resolution in a 4 bit RSC. The converter consists

of four 2:1 SC cells connected in succession , , ,

to realize ratios. As shown, the cells are allocated

optimal binary sizing of the total available capacitance, ,

and conductance, . One method to realize a 1/2 ratio from

the 4 bit RSC is to route the output from the first stage using

an output selection multiplexer and disabling all other stages.

While this will produce the correct output voltage, such an
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Fig. 7. Resolution reduction from 4 bit to 3 bit and from 3 bit to 2 bit, using output selection multiplexer (left) and recursive slicing with recursive inter-cell

connection (right).

approach wastes the available capacitance in the last three cells

, , and , resulting in a 14/15 (93.33%) reduction in the

available capacitance for charge transfer, thereby incurring a

15 penalty in .

On the other hand, the Recursive implementation connects

the four 2:1 SC cells in parallel when a 1/2 ratio is desired, as

shown in Fig. 6, which results in 100% capacitance usage and

the minimum possible for a given output charge and silicon

area. Similarly, to lower the resolution from 4 bit to 2 bit, the

cascade of the last two cells and is brought in parallel

to the cascade of the first two cells and , as shown in

Fig. 6, ensuring optimal relative sizing, i.e., : , and 100%

capacitance usage.

B. Recursive Cell Slicing

Recursive-slicing breaks down the largest cell in a cascade

into binary weighted sub-cells to enable even-to-odd, and

odd-to-odd, resolution reconfiguration, all while satisfying

optimal sizing. For example, instead of disabling the fourth cell

to realize a 3 bit resolution in a 4 bit SC converter, which

wastes more than half of the total capacitance, one or more

of the four available cells is sliced to realize six cells in total,

and then the resulted cells are arrange in two parallel cascades

of three cells each. In general terms, it can be shown that

recursively slicing the last cell in the cascade into

binary weighted cells results in the optimal solution. Such

slicing achieves the optimal relative sizing when lowering the

resolution, with a minimum number of sliced sub-cells and thus

complexity. The resulted binary sliced sub-cells are connected

in cascade, while operating in parallel with the cascade of the

original stages. For example, in the 4 bit converter

shown in Fig. 7, the fourth cell is sliced into three sub-cells

of binary weights (1/7, 2/7, 4/7), and arranged in parallel to the

original cascade of the stages, , , to achieve

ratios.

Similarly, when lowering the resolution further from three

bits to two bits for ratios, the last cells and ,

which in parallel represent the last stage in the 3 bit cascade,

are each binary sliced into two sub-cells, , and

, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the resulted eight

cells sizing and connections of the topology implemented in

this paper. The relative sizing should be as close as possible

to the illustrated weighting to achieve the peak performance,

however the optimal efficiency is not critically sensitive to

mismatches between the various charge-transfer capacitors. It

should be noted that four cells are only technically needed in

order to realize all resolutions up to 4 bits; however, in order

to guarantee 100% total capacitance utilization among all the

possible resolutions while achieving optimal relative sizing,

eight cells in total are instead employed.

C. Inter-Cell Reconfiguration Switches

This section discusses the implementation details to generate

the desired ratios with a minimum set of programming switches,

and hence minimum added parasitics. The required inter-cell re-

configuration switches can be divided into two main categories:

switches to implement ratio-programming within a specific re-

cursion depth , and switches for resolution reconfiguration.

1) Ratio-Reconfiguration Switches: Fig. 8 illustrates a sim-

plified schematic of two 2:1 SC cells connected in parallel. By

operating the four switches in each 2:1 cell from the non-over-

lapped clock phases, and , the 1/2 ratio is realized. In order

to realize 1/4 and 3/4 conversion ratios in a 2 bit RSC, the two

cells in Fig. 8 are either connected in cascade or in stack through
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Fig. 8. Two 2:1 SC cells interconnection through ratio-reconfiguration

switches. is the inter-cell intermediate node.

the added four reconfiguration switches , , , and . To

realize a 1/4 conversion ratio, the second cell is connected be-

tween the output port of the first cell and the converter

ground, 0. This is accomplished through the three reconfigura-

tion switches , , and . The first cell output side (i.e., )

switches and are disabled and replaced by the reconfigu-

ration switches and , and hence , are operated through

and , respectively. As a result, the first cell output charge

is routed to the intermediate node between the two cells

instead of the converter output . To cascade both cells, the

second cell input port is reconfigured to the interme-

diate node between the two cells instead of the converter

input voltage . The switch is disabled and the reconfigu-

ration switch is operated in its place through the same clock

phase . Similarly, to realize the 3/4 conversion ratio, the first

cell charge is routed to the intermediate node through the

switches and , and the reconfiguration switch is oper-

ated in place of . With such inter-cell connection, no extra

series reconfiguration switches are required.

The proposed inter-cell reconfiguration switches are scalable.

By replicating the same four connections between each pair of

consecutive cells in an -stage cascade, reconfiguration among

the various ratios with a resolution of can be realized.

The conductance of the right half switches, and , is double

the conductance of the left half switches, and , for optimal

binary sizing.

2) Resolution Reconfiguration Switches: Reconfiguration

of the recursion depth (i.e., resolution) can be implemented

through the same four ratio-reconfiguration switches; no addi-

tional programming switches are required. During resolution

reconfiguration, the function of the reconfiguration switch pair

and in Fig. 8 is changed from routing the cell output charge

to , to instead extracting charge from the intermediate node.

Fig. 9 illustrates the operation of the ratio-reconfiguration

switches to reduce the resolution from 3 bit to 2 bit in a RSC.

As shown in Fig. 9(a), the converter connects three 2:1 cells

in cascade through the reconfiguration switch blocks and

. The 3 bit converter employs two sub-cells and

to realize the third cell in the cascade, for maximum re-

source utilization. The reconfiguration switch pairs

and are operated in parallel, to connect the two

sub-cells and as one cell in series or stack with the

second cell . As shown in Fig. 9(b), to connect the sub cells

and in cascade, the inter-cell switches and

are operated in place of the switches and in order

to route the output of cell to the intermediate node ,

while the reconfiguration switch or is operated in

place of the switch or , respectively, to realize 3/4 or

1/4 ratios. A similar procedure is followed for the reconfigu-

ration block to connect the cells and in cascade.

Finally, the second cell output-side switches and

are operated in place of the reconfiguration switches and

, and a 2 bit resolution is realized as shown in Fig. 9(b).

IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

In order to validate the performance of the proposed RSC

topology, a 4 bit RSC converter that realizes 15 ratios is imple-

mented in 0.25 m bulk CMOS process. Importantly, the RSC

topology is inherently modular. Thus, design of the converter re-

quires custom implementation of only two SC building blocks.

A. 4-Bit Power Stage Block Diagram

Fig. 10 shows the recursive block diagram of the im-

plemented 4 bit power stage, consisting of the two basic 2:1

building blocks: boundary and transfer cells. These two building

blocks are connected together to implement four reconfigurable

stages: , , , and . The capacitance and conductance

of the last two stages, and , are recursively binary-sliced

to achieve 100% capacitance utilization and optimal relative

sizing across the various ratios at any resolution. The fourth

cell, , consists of three binary-sized sub-cells , , and

, while the sub-cell is further sliced into two sub-cells,

and . Similarly, the third cell comprises two

binary weighted sub-cells, and . The eight total cells

are interconnected at four intermediate nodes, , ,

, and , through four reconfiguration blocks, ,

, , and , along with a half reconfiguration

block .

As shown in Fig. 10, two reconfiguration-switch blocks ,

are employed between the three stages , , and

to realize recursive interconnection across the various resolu-

tions until 3 bit operation. Similarly, another two reconfigu-

ration-switch blocks, , and are used to intercon-

nect the sub-cells of the fourth stage, , for 3 bit resolution

or lower. Instead of using the typical 4-switch reconfiguration

block, a 2-switch reconfiguration block is used to cascade

the third and fourth stages, and . The 2-switch reconfig-

uration block includes only the two switches that deliver charge

to an intermediate node, and hence can be considered as a half

reconfiguration block. Since the nodes , and should

be separate when cascading the sub-cells , , and

to realize the 3 bit resolution, the reconfiguration block

is further sliced into two sub-blocks, and , to en-

able node isolation as illustrated in Fig. 10. The two sub-blocks

, have relative conductance of 3:4, respectively, to

match the relative sizing between the sub-cells , and

. Each switch in the implemented five reconfiguration
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Fig. 9. Realization of 2 bit resolution from 3 bit resolution RSC using the same ratio-reconfiguration switches. (a) 3 bit RSC. (b) 2 bit RSC.

Fig. 10. Recursive implementation block diagram of the 4 bit RSC converter. The implemented RSC comprises four stages of eight cells and five reconfigu-

ration switch blocks .

blocks is assigned the optimal binary sizing of the total avail-

able conductance , which matches the relative charge that

it routes.

B. Reconfiguration Costs

In the implemented 4 bit converter, boundary cells extract

charge from the converter input voltage , (e.g., and ),

or deliver charge to the converter output (e.g., and

) across all the ratios. Therefore, these boundary cells only

need an extra reconfiguration switch pair to deliver charge to a

neighboring cell, or shuttle the charge from a neighboring cell

to the converter output . On the other hand, transfer cells

perform charge displacement from one stage to the next, (e.g.,

, , , and ). Thus, transfer cells employ four re-

configuration switches to extract the charge from one stage and

deliver it to the next. Since, all the switches are binary weighted
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Fig. 11. Boundary and transfer cells schematic.

to match the relative charge shuttled through a cell, the contri-

bution of the extra four reconfiguration switches in a transfer

cell to the flying capacitor bottom-plate parasitics matches the

contribution of the original four switches of the 2:1 cell. In a

boundary cell, such contribution is divided by two in relation to

the original switches contribution.

In total, four cells contribute a normalized added drain para-

sitics of 1/2, while the remaining cells add 100%. The average

normalized added drain parasitics from the used reconfiguration

switches is less than unity, or approximately 77.6% of the orig-

inal switches drain parasitics. It should be noted that, in general,

the drain parasitics constitute a small percentage of the gate ca-

pacitance.

C. Programmable-Port SC Boundary and Transfer Cells

In Fig. 10, each 2:1 SC cell is represented with a single capac-

itor and four switches. However, in the actual implementation,

each cell includes two capacitors and eight switches to imple-

ment two out-of-phase 2:1 cells. A port state can be defined

for a cell . A boundary cell operates

in one of the four port-states: , ,

, and , where represents

an inter-cell node. The first state is the typical case where

the cell divides the converter input by two. In the second

state, the cell extracts charge from to a neighboring cell.

On the other hand, for a boundary cell to deliver charge to the

output from a neighbor, the cell input or ground ports

are routed from the intermediate node, , instead of

or 0, which results in the last two states , and

.

Fig. 11 illustrates the implemented standard boundary cell.

Two 180 phase-shifted 2:1 SC cells are used to guarantee con-

tinuous input current through the cell input port, eliminating

the need for a bypass capacitance. Since the intermediate node

DC level is reconfigured at binary ratios of the input voltage,

a transmission gate is used to implement the switches, with

the exception of the and ground, 0, switches. The switches

, , , and are the original switches of

the 2:1 SC converter which implement the typical port-state

. A pair of reconfiguration switches can be oper-

ated as output-side switches or input-side switches by control-

ling their driving phases. For instance, by operating the switches

, , in Fig. 11, from the non-overlapped clock phases

, , respectively, the switches , act as output port

switches. On the other hand, by driving from , and dis-

abling and , the switch is operated as an input-side

switch and hence the cell input port becomes connected to .

A similar explanation can be followed to connect the cell ground

port to using . Fig. 12 illustrates the four

states of a boundary cell and the implemented cell decoder func-

tional table.

The transfer cell is designed using the boundary cell as a

starting point. At lower resolution ratios, a transfer cell acts as

a boundary cell and hence incorporates the same port-states of

the boundary cell. On the other hand, a transfer cell requires

two additional states to shuttle charge from one stage to the

next. In such cases, the transfer cell input or ground port is

connected to the previous cell output port, which is connected

to an intermediate node denoted as in Fig. 11, while

the transfer cell output port is connected to the next stage
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Fig. 12. Boundary and transfer cells decoder truth table.

Fig. 13. Recursive switched-capacitor voltage regulator implementation, comprising eight cells of binary weights and two control loops. (a) Block diagram of the

overall RSC chip with binary search controller. (b) 4 bit Recursive SC test chip photo.

input/ground port intermediate node . Thus, two addi-

tional port-states, , are required for a

transfer cell, and , respectively.

Fig. 12 illustrates the additional two states and the selection

signals generated from the transfer cell decoder.

D. Output Voltage Regulation

Fig. 13(a) shows the overall block diagram of the im-

plemented 4 bit RSC converter chip. Two control loops are

implemented in the proposed converter: an inner fine-grain

loop and an outer coarse-grain loop. The inner loop, working

within a single conversion ratio, should modulate either the

switching frequency, , or the switched capacitance (i.e.,

digital capacitance modulation, or DCM [4]) for fine-grain

linear output voltage regulation and adaptation under load

variations. Frequency modulation is chosen in this work to

simplify the implementation complexity, as individual con-

trol of split sub-cells is not required in this case. The outer

loop, implemented in an all-digital fashion, reconfigures the

unloaded conversion ratio to minimize the range over which

linear regulation is performed, thereby minimizing efficiency

degradation.

1) Inner Fine-Grain Controller: The T flip-flop employed in

Fig. 13(a) guarantees a 50% duty-cycle input clock to the non-

overlap phase generator. A Strong-Arm comparator running at

is used to provide the clock input to the T flip-flop, as

shown in Fig. 13(a). The comparator sampling clock is produced

by an on-chip current-starved oscillator that is set to twice the

maximum switching frequency of the power stage; since the

power stage switching frequency across all the 15 ratios does not

exceed 8 MHz , the current starved oscillator is set to 16 MHz

through an external bias, .

2) Outer Coarse-Grain Controller: Coarse-grain control in

reconfigurable SC converters typically switches between dis-

crete ratios by using a resistor string to generate ratio threshold

levels [21], [31]. However, a large number of ratios requires a

prohibitively large resistor string that must also take into ac-

count variation across the different ratios in order to avoid

deadlock. In this work, the power stage itself is used to produce

the threshold levels. By operating the SC at the maximum

and scanning through the available ratios using binary search,

the optimal ratio (i.e., the ratio that provides the required output

level with minimum resistive voltage drop) can be located.

The block diagram of the implemented binary search controller
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Fig. 14. Recursive binary search controller block diagram.

Fig. 15. Measured and model-predicted efficiency, at 2 mA fixed load current, of the fabricated 4 bit RSC versus the output voltage at an input voltage of 2.5 V.

The measured three-ratio efficiency is at 1.86 mA current and the same input voltage.

is shown in Fig. 14. A 4 bit shift register, that is supplied to

the ratio-decoder, is used to hold the current ratio state of the

SC power stage as shown in Fig. 13(a). Once is as-

serted, is triggered and the power stage is reconfigured

into the ratio. Then, is asserted, initiating the binary

search procedure. As a result, the signal is routed directly

from the on-chip oscillator, switching the power stage at

to provide the minimal output resistance, .

The proposed ratio-state code, shown in Fig. 14, registers

consecutive comparison decisions and enables a recursive

implementation of the binary controller. Once the counter

overflows ( is asserted), the 4 bit shift-register stores the

present fine-grain controller comparison decision with .

If the comparator output, , is zero, the present power

stage output is lower than the desired level, , and the SC

is reconfigured into a larger binary-ratio at the next resolution

configuration, , once the comparison decision 0 is

registered at the edge. On the other hand, when

is 1, the 4 bit register shifts in 1 and the power stage is reconfig-

ured to the lower next-resolution binary-ratio , where

is the previous search iteration.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The proposed 4 bit Recursive SC converter was fabricated in

a 0.25 m bulk CMOS process using 0.9 fF m MIM capaci-

tors and thin-oxide 2.5 V MOS transistors; a die photo is shown

in Fig. 13(b). The RSC occupies 4.645 mm for a total capac-

itance of 3 nF. A three-ratio (1/3, 1/2, 2/3) series-parallel (SP)

SC converter was fabricated using the same technology to en-

able normalized performance comparison with the prototyped

RSC. The implemented three-ratio SP is optimized for the same

current density 0.5 mA/mm as the prototyped 4 bit RSC.

Fig. 15 shows the measured efficiency of the developed RSC

and three-ratio SP converters, along with the results of a nu-

merical model developed for the RSC, three-ratio SP, and 7 bit
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Fig. 16. Measured and model-predicted efficiency with external resistive load, modeling a digital load under DVS operation, of the three-ratio SP and the 4 bit

RSC across the output voltage, at an input voltage of 2.5 V.

Fig. 17. Measured RSC and three-ratio SC switching frequency across , using the same external resistive load in Fig. 16.

Fig. 18. Measured RSC efficiency versus the load current at 1/2 ratio, while

supplying 1.15 V output voltage .

SAR topologies, with models based on the work in [32]. In ad-

dition, an ideal LDO is included for comparison. All converters

are shown for a 2.5 V input voltage and a 2 mA constant

load current, except for the SP which has a 1.86 mA load cur-

rent to ensure equal current density. The efficiency of the RSC

is measured for the following 14 ratios (1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 5/16,

3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16) over an

output voltage ranging from 0.1 V to 2.2 V. Interestingly, the

efficiency of the RSC at the 9/16 ratio falls below the RSC 1/2

ratio efficiency, since the 9/16 ratio is 3.5 larger than the

1/2 ratio. The RSC and SP SC converters both achieve a peak

efficiency of 85%, and the numerical models are each within

1% of measurement results across the output voltage range. The

large number of ratios afforded by the RSC topology enables a

38% expanded output voltage range (0.1–2.2 V in contrast to

0.2–1.6 V for the SP), while achieving 6.4% and 3.5% higher

efficiency at 0.79 V and 1.2 V output voltages, respectively,

compared to the SP converter. The measured RSC also achieves

17.7% higher efficiency than an ideal LDO at 1.6 V. On the

other hand, the SP peak efficiencies at the 1/3 and 2/3 ratios (at

0.68 V and 1.5 V output voltages) exceed the RSC by 5.6% and

5.3%, respectively. The implemented RSC essentially takes the

average of the three-ratio efficiency over the 0.52–1.6 V output

range, filling the gaps between the three-ratios (1/3, 1/2, 2/3) and

maintaining a flatter efficiency profile. The 4 bit RSC achieves
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Fig. 19. Measured and predicted weighted-average efficiency versus the load current density, from 0.215 to 215 mA/mm , for the fabricated RSC and SP in

0.25 m bulk CMOS. A load of equal probability power-state is assumed. When indicated, an ideal LDO is assumed to fill the efficiency gaps over the 0–2.5

V output range. (a) Average efficiency of RSC and SP versus current density. (b) Model-predicted RSC and SP efficiency across , versus different current

densities.

greater than 70% efficiency over the 0.9–2.2V output rangewith

an efficiency improvement of 28% over the 7 bit SAR.

Fig. 16 shows the measured and numerically modeled effi-

ciency given a 940 resistive load for the RSC and 1 K load

for the SP in order to mimic the operation of a CMOS digital

load under DVS conditions. At 0.8 V and 1.2 V output volt-

ages, the three-ratio SC achieves 59% and 68.7% efficiencies

while the 15-ratio RSC achieves 8% and 7.6% higher efficien-

cies at the same voltages, respectively. The RSC delivers a dy-

namic voltage operating range from 0.04 V to 2.16 V, which is

40.4% larger than the three-ratio SC output range from 0.09 V to

1.6 V, thereby enabling wider-range DVS operation. The mea-

sured operating frequency of the RSC and SP with the external

resistive load is shown in Fig. 17. The RSC is switched over

a 45 dynamic range, from 200 KHz to 9 MHz, to realize the

0.04–2.16 V output voltage range. In contrast, the SP requires a

100 frequency dynamic range, from 100 KHz to 10 MHz, to

produce from 0.09 V to 1.6 V.

Fig. 18 shows the measured efficiency of the 1/2 RSC conver-

sion ratio versus the load current at an output voltage of 1.15 V .

In this case, greater than 80% efficiency is achieved for load cur-

rents ranging from 30 A to 1 mA. These results illustrate the

primary advantage of a frequencymodulation control, where the

switching frequency, as well as switching parasitics loss, scales

with the load current.

The peak efficiency of the RSC and the three-ratio SP for

various power/current densities are essentially identical, since

both deliver the same 1/2 ratio. In DVS applications, system

battery life is a key parameter, and for a digital load of uniform-

probability power states, the system energy efficiency is essen-

tially the weighted-average efficiency of the converter over the

output voltage range. The weighted-average efficiency is given

by , where is the prob-

ability of a given power state and the integration is over the

achievable converter range. Fig. 19 shows the measured and

numerically modeled weighted average efficiencies across the

output voltage range, plotted versus current density. As shown

in Fig. 19(a), the measured weighted-average efficiency of the

RSC exceeds the SP weighted average by 6.9% at the same

current density of 0.23 mA/mm . The modeled efficiency of

the RSC maintains higher weighted-average efficiency across

different current densities, and approaches a 2.5% higher av-

erage than the SP at 16 mA/mm . Note that the modeled and

measured results diverge after the nominal current density of

0.5 mA/mm , as the model assumes optimal total switch width

given the increased current density, while the fabricated chips

have fixed total conductance.

Since the SP converter can only deliver voltages up to

1.6 V, another weighted-average efficiency metric is calculated

assuming that an ideal LDO is used to fill any efficiency gap.

With an LDO, the the RSC still exceeds the SP measured

weighted average by 3.3% at 0.23 mA/mm . At 16 mA/mm

and above, the LDO performance dominates the RSC and the

SP efficiency and both converge to the same value. As shown in

Fig. 19(b), the RSC maintains superior performance than the SP

converter at higher power densities until the LDO performance

dominates.

All presented numerically modeled results employ MIM

capacitors with a 1.4% bottom-plate parasitic capacitance ratio.

If MOS capacitors were employed in place of MIM capacitors,

the 10% bottom-plate parasitics in this technology would de-

grade the efficiency by 12.5% across the output voltage range

for a 3 nF of total flying capacitance. On the other hand, if a

higher density MIM capacitance were available, for example

with a MIM density of 4 fF m and bottom-plate ratio of

4 lower, the efficiency of both the RSC and SP converters

would increase at each discrete ratio. However, due to severe

linear regulation away from the nominal three ratios in the SP

topology, the efficiency between these ratios only marginally

improves. On the other hand, the RSC converter has explicit

ratios between these gaps, and thus the efficiency of the RSC

topology at these voltages is increased. For example, with
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Fig. 20. Coarse-controller measured transient response. (a) Stair control voltage response. (b) Transient response after strobe activation while .

TABLE I

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED FULLY INTEGRATED SC CONVERTERS

4 fF m MIM capacitors, the weighted-average efficiency of

the RSC exceeds the three-ratio SP by 9% at 0.23 mA/mm ,

or by 6.8% when including an ideal LDO. In this example,

the RSC and SP weighted averages converge at 60 mA/mm ,

which is 3.8 larger than the 0.9 fF m MIM capacitor case.

Migrating to a more modern technology node with higher

density MIM [13], [14], MOS [4], [17], [22], ferroelectric [21],

or deep-trench capacitors [16], [18], [19] and lower parasitic

switches will thus enable improved performance of the RSC

over the SP topology at larger current densities.

Fig. 20(a) shows the control response to a variable stair-case

voltage reference, . The control voltage is changed

every 500 s with variable step sizes of 650 mV maximum

value. Fig. 20(b) details the transient coarse controller response

when the strobe signal is activated while the SC is initially

producing a 2 V output voltage. Here, the SC power stage

phase clock, clk, is switched at the maximum frequency while

the coarse controller cycles through the various binary ratios

until the output reaches the desired level after 8 s. In the third

cycle of this example, the coarse controller reaches the 13/16

ratio, which cannot produce the desired level 2 V, given

the converter . Thus, a fourth correction cycle automat-

ically results and the Back-Off logic returns the power stage

to the correct 7/8 ratio. Finally, the coarse controller hands off

the regulation operation to the fine-level frequency controller

where clk goes back to a normal frequency. Table I provides a

comparison of the implemented prototypes with recent work.

VI. CONCLUSION

A Recursive SC converter topology is presented that achieves

a flattened efficiency profile over a wide voltage range by em-

ploying ratios in an intelligent and modular manner.

Compared to a co-fabricated three-ratio series-parallel con-

verter, the proposed 4 bit RSC achieves a wider operating

range and achieves a higher weighted-average efficiency. To

achieve high efficiency with a large number of ratios, the

RSC topology maximizes the number of connections to the

converter input supply and ground in order to minimize both

the charge shuttled through the converter flying capacitors and

the cascaded losses. Unlike conventional SC topologies, the

RSC SSL loss converges to an upper limit and

becomes fixed for arbitrarily high resolutions . The RSC loss

for large resolutions thus saturates at approximately 2.5

the loss of a 2:1 SC that utilizes the same available . By

employing both recursive inter-cell connection and recursive

slicing, all possible resolutions, , and hence their ratios, can

be realized without disconnecting a single capacitor and while

satisfying optimal relative sizing of the constituent capacitors

and switches, thereby ensuring high efficiency even at larger

values of . The inherent regularity and modularity of the

RSC topology simplifies the implementation of arbitrarily large

resolutions with possible ratios, resulting in opportunities

to achieve greater than 15 ratios in future work.
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